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About This Software

LogoMaker lets you create a professional quality logo, advertisement or website header in minutes. No previous experience is
necessary, as LogoMaker puts powerful design tools at your fingertips. Easy to use features include over 3,300 fully modifiable

logo templates, 10,000+ customizable objects, and creative tools and special effects.

Key Features

Design classic, animated and 3D Logos.

Over 3,300 professionally designed and fully modifiable logo templates categorized by industry and interest.

Over 10,000 objects and shapes for making & enhancing logos.

Over 50 fonts included.

Easy to use graphics engine for image and text manipulation: Drag & Drop, Scale, Rotate, Align, Groups, Layers, etc.

Vector-based shape editor to create and customize your own shapes: Freehand, Line, Spline, Polygons, Editing of control
points, etc,
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Over 50 effects for object and text editing: Transparency, Shadow, Blur, Brightness, Gradient, Jitter, Pixelate, Sharp,
Water, Mirror, Plastics, Depth, Glow, Metallic, Bump, etc.

Text types: Regular, Polygonal, Concave, Wavy, Circular, Outline and Perspective.

3D options for creating 3D text and shapes.

Options for creating animated Flash logo.

Export to PDF, JPG, TIF, GIF, Flash and other formats.

Built in internet browser for accessing new objects, templates, fonts and pictures.
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Title: LogoMaker 4
Genre: Design & Illustration
Developer:
Studio V5
Publisher:
Studio V5
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (SP3)

Processor: Single-core processor at 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Adobe Flash player installed in Internet Explorer, for preview and export of animated logos.

English
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Easy, entertaining, relaxing. Just right for when you have just a few moments to spare.. Nice route, enjoyed.
The first experience is great, looks good, runs well. Can get a bit dull over time if you stick to basic running.

The route has many sidings and industries. RBJets has a series in the workshop.

The P42 drives fine and the consist is appropriate to run on various US East routes (while the bilevels from Mid to West). Can
be combined with the various NEC coaches and engines. The passenger scenarios are relaxing.

The Dash-8 and the freight equipment is okay enough, and one of the very few CSX sources outside the US. The freight
scenarios are a bit racy but otherwise casual.

There are several loco DLCs available, check alternative reskins, though.
If you like the concept, check out the Pacific Surfliner. The F59 variants can run here, too.. [[i]Reverting this to a positive
review; feedback that the original review was too dated seemed a fair point. Besides, some of the changes I disliked seemed to
have been reverted or changed for the better. Leaving the original negative untouched below. I still dislike the overall UI
changes, but at this point it shouldn't be a deciding factor for anyone and they're not going to change it.[\/i]]

Short and sweet of it is that Colony Wars is easily the best bang-for-the-buck cards expansion of Star Realms, it being a full-
standing deck in and of itself. If you're uncertain about which sets to grab, this should be the first on your list.

[--original negative review--]

Agh ... Colony Wars is a great set and I have no complaints with the cards, but ...

Lots of baffling changes happening here with UI and matchmaking ... cards are now slanted in view (seems pointless in a setup
with a screen), quick match times are whittled down from 3 minutes to 60 seconds (but with adding ~3s for each action taken)
... speeds up play at the start but when you hit late-game turns where you actually want to, you know, think about what you're
doing, it really is not enough time.

You can't even concede Realtime matches anymore. The developers making Dawn of War III scrambled when they realized
they'd forgotten to implement a surrender function in that game (and rushed it out in the first patch), and here they're actually
taking this functionality away?

I do really like star realms (have most of the physical cards) but I can't recommend this digital version at all in its current state.
Really hoping they revert some of the very poor design choices here.

Quick look at changes both good and bad:
+ Finally a lot of new music
+ 'Play All' feature speeds things up a lot early game
+ More cards, yay.
- Unable to concede in Realtime matches. Forced to either watch someone slowly gloat their way through their last turn(s) in
inevitable circumstances or just exit the game and wait for timeout before you can start a new one.
- Realtime matches whittled down from 3 minutes to '1 minute plus change', realtime matches can feel very rushed, esp. in late
game.
? Cards unnecessarily slanted. I mean you get used to it eventually but it feels really unnecessary, the original format was
perfectly fine.. DLC verdict: Don't get it

Comment:
Reveals all activity locations on the world mini-map. Not only those that flow naturally with the story but ALL of them.
You can already get assassin missions before you reach the part of the campaign where you meet them. It doesn't make
sense and breaks story immersion. This DLC just adds more to that. Also, you will eventually find all of these activities
yourself, without much problem and without needing to spend money. On top of that this DLC is NOT part of either
the Deluxe Edition or Season Pass. I REALLY recommend not getting it...
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P.S.: To activate the Activities Pack, take the CD-key from Steam, go to uPlay and then to Activate a key.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. I love business dev games and RR games in
particular. I'm just going to list my favorite aspects of all the games. One game does not have it all which is why I am
always excited about new games in the genre. I have not played Sid Meiers but include transport fever and OTC. RRT2
+3 are my favs in the genre.

stock market- Equity ownership and personal money is something I was disappointed with in RWE.
industry ownership- games are always iffy about whether theyre going to focus on just railroads or incorporate the
economy.
goods flow- RRT3 had a good system of natural industry good flows. It made building routes intuitive.
real world rail traffic- possibly the best contribution of RWE to the genre. It really makes the genre challenging and
maybe a bit limiting at all levels.
Transport fever- does a good job scaling the expenses of a system over time. Also, last mile trucking is a very enjoyable
idea this game incorporates from open transport.

so far I dont see many of my favorite aspects of the genre incorporated. I expected with a name like rr corporation
youd at least have a stock market.... Rail traffic is interesting. I like it so far at the beginning levels.
. I did not like the game. The Short clips and screenshots are lying about the game. It is nothing like what it shows you.
So many bugs that if it doesnt insta crash on you, its unplayable either way! not worth a penny.. Really fun game to get
a group of friends to play with. Have fun with some narration, get a backstory going for each of your characters and
then learn their fates. A little repetitive sometimes, but still fun to listen to each others' reactions as the story unfolds.
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Great game, not limited to, but especially fun with a group of friends, or during house parties. Definitely a must play.
10\/10. Haven't played much yet, but i like it so far. :). Amazing simplistic little game that can be enjoyed by people from all
ages, it's cheap, and fun to play with your friends on occasions, would be great to see online multiplayer with levels and ranks to
pump up the challenge.. It was close, but ultimately I cannot recommend this title. Even though on the surface there are a lot of
different things to do, they are too streamlined for their own good, and the game is too grindy with not enough variation in
between. The universe feels empty - your ship is the only one you'll ever see on the map, and other ships only exist as
interchangable random encounters as you travel in straight lines between static planets and warp gates. Considereing that
"Trader" is even in the game's name, trading, and by extension exploring wilderness for rare materials, is practically irrelevant,
as you have to acquire multiple levels of trading licenses for the actually profitable goods, and cargo holds are small by default.
An endless parade of randomly generated quests of the ever-same few types are the only practical source of income and XP, and
it gets old fast.

If you like this kind of game, I recommend Space Rangers HD instead.. loads of potential, cant wait to see where it goes. keep it
up Dev!. If you used one of the invite codes from the Steam hub, for example mine:
https:\/\/playtogether.worldofwarships.com\/invite\/kDAvvK0
then after playing a random match with this ship you will be awarded the Texas from World of Warships - Texas Pack DLC and
a free port slot for it.

WARNING: If you make an account and register your email before, or outside of Steam, then you are going to have a headache
fixing things. For some stupid reason Steam users have a completely different account that looks no different from a normal
one, aside from the extra option to login via Steam.
Play the game then make the account and make sure its the same account. Failure to do this means a few hours talking to
support. In the mean time you cant access Steam DLC or collect rewards from the invite code.

You wont get the Stars and Stripes Permanent Camouflage but you can buy it for 1000 doubloons which you will have after
getting this DLC. That said, the Texas you get does come with its own camo with the exact same stats, and looks better for non-
americans.

On sale this makes for a pretty decent way to get 2 mid tier ships without a long grind. Although I would actually recommend
the Admiral Graf Spee as it is a much better ship to play with than this thing. Everytime this gets hit something explodes. Thats
only fun after the 1st few times.. If you play King of the Hill or other gamemodes that are entirely reliant on content found in
the "base" game, then this will give you an advantage by letting you use the "meta" guns such as the Navid (which the base game
stamina model sadly tolerates) without those pop-up ads. If you do not play those gamemodes and are willing and\/or able to use
mods, then there is no reason to purchase this unless you really like some of the weapons. I enjoyed the MAR-10 for a little
back when I was new to the game but it quickly faded away for me once I found equivalent weapons in other mods - and even
moreso when I learned how to mod myself.

I got my ten dollars' worth, but whether you will is entirely up to what gamemodes you play and whether these weapons will give
you an edge.. Thank you Grace Bruxner for a very clever game that made me feel smart and good at game and detective frog. I
can not wait for the sequel. Please do not read any further in this review if you wish to avoid spoilers.

Spoilers: I picked Mouse winner.
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